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Recorded on the ancestral land of 

the Snohomish people, past and 

present.

I honor with gratitude the land 

itself and the Snohomish tribe.



Disturbance is literally woven into life.

Life is inherently anti-fragile.



"Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness.
The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better."

Nassim Nicholas Taleb



Visualize how fires of different sizes respond to wind at different speeds…
Disturbance fuels life.





Lineage selection



WE are inherently anti-fragile.



Illustration from the Vienna Dioscorides
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Bramble Behavior: bramble is as bramble does.

Root-to-Rise: we need discipline to grow the 
strong foundation that will allow us to thrive.

Alternate Action: seedlings followed by 
primocanes, followed by floricanes. Focus!

Make Goals: bramble grows flowers in order to 
set its fruit.

Buddhist Berries: find your sweet windhorse. See 
the thorns and scrapes as part of the adventure.

Low Hanging Fruit: Use the 20/80 principle to pick 
the easiest berries and move on.

Exuberant Anti-Entropy: Invest yourself planting 
systems that grow as eagerly as the brambles do.
The seed from a berry harnesses sun energy to grow bigger and bigger, until 
it nurses the forest that eventually replaces it.



Peaceful, calm thinking about emergencies
- In what ways does fear serve us?
- In what ways do peacefulness and calm serve us?

- They are both valuable, so why does fear come on its own but we have to 
work for peacefulness?



Commonality of Disaster



"Glide to a gentle stop and get off."
Dmitri Orlov

"The higher you go, the harder you fall."

"Collapse now and avoid the rush."
John Michael Greer







"Building a better life, if times get tough 
or even if they don't."

Jack Spirko



Community Self Reliance
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